Lithe IT provide a range of intelligent automation solutions targeted at improving your
business’s effectiveness and efficiency saving you both time and money. Our Onevolve
range of solutions are aimed at addressing your key business challenges across a number
of industries and use cases.

How we can help
Services
Our expert consulting services leverage our proven delivery approaches, best practices, and transformative
solutions to accelerate enterprise performance and business benefits.

Digital Transformation
Learn how we have helped
many organisations develop
a strategy to digitize their
customer journeys and multiple
touchpoints delivering new
levels of engagement and
self-service to customers,
while realizing operational and
compliance savings.

Intelligent Automation Solutions

Kofax TotalAgility Centre of
Excellence

Lithe IT have been leading the
way for many years delivering
wonderful solutions to our
customers, leveraging the
latest in process, cognitive and
robotic automation technology
across a wide range of business
process areas.

Benefit from our many years
as the global-leading provider
of systems and solutions
on TotalAgility and related
technologies.

Support
Our world-class Enhanced
Support expertise can help
your organisation quickly
resolve even the most complex
software-related problems to
keep operations
functioning efficiently.

Onevolve Solutions
Our Onevolve solutions provide optimum control over your business processes, collaboration across teams, greater visibility
throughout your business whilst reducing costs and improving efficiency.

Onevolve for Documents
Onevolve for Documents
transforms your complex
inbound document sorting
and ongoing distribution
into a series of highly
efficient automated
business processes.
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Onevolve for Invoices
Onevolve for Invoices
incorporates process,
data transformation and
collaboration to provide
an engaging and easily
accessible solution
that supports your key
stakeholders throughout the
Accounts Payable process.

Onevolve Administration Centre
Onevolve Administration
Centre is an intelligent
customer onboarding
solution that allows
businesses to instantly
onboard new customers and
provision a range of services
in a matter of hours.

Onevolve Engage
Extend the smart process
interactions to the end
user through our onevolve
Engage customer portal.
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Our value proposition
Lithe IT is passionate about developing long lasting relationships and do this by
delivering value in every engagement we have. Our heritage on the “buy-side”
brings an understanding of the importance of limiting and sharing project risk.
Allied to this passion is our love of short focused engagements as we believe this
approach makes it easier to justify expenditure against a clear and tangible ROI.
We firmly believe in leveraging the technology at all times. TotalAgility is a
fabulous platform and we use our experience to avoid common mistakes. We
work hand in hand with your internal team, providing “on the job” training and
skill transfer. Working with Lithe IT will help you avoid learning by trial and error.
We have done this many times so know how to get it right first time. Your team
will learn from our best practices and gain experience worth much more than
technical training alone.

SPS UK engaged Lithe IT in the delivery of our SPS Lite Digital
Mailroom solution. From the outset they worked as an extension
of our team, taking the lead on activities, offering solutions to
problems and adding new capabilities where possible. Their
agility, combined with their knowledge of the product set and their

Choose us because...
Onevolve provides you pre- built
solutions to rapidly address common
business problems.
Onevolve gives you a best practice
framework upon which to extend and
expand your business process solutions
across your organization.
We are leading Kofax TotalAgility
experts.
We thrive in turning your priority
business requirements into wonderful
customer solutions.
100% of our customers have reengaged us.
We work worldwide.
Low cost commitment to our customers
with early visualisation of results.

professional approach was instrumental in achieving our goals.

Value delivered early and regularly to
your business.

Charles Parrington-Tyler
Client Transformation Director, Swiss Post Solutions Limited

Collaborative approach ensures
strong business input and encourages
learning through doing.
Close alignment of features being
delivered to business priorities.

Our delivery model
Lithe IT’s delivery model provides a framework for delivering successful
solutions in short, sharp iterations. The accelerating pace of business change
requires organisations to frequently adapt their processes and implement
solutions in aggressive timescales – they must support change. However,
traditional ‘waterfall’ methodologies attempt to eliminate or restrict change by
specifying requirements in fine detail up-front and then imposing strict ‘change
management’ procedures for any unplanned business requirements during
delivery. Likewise more ‘agile’ based methodologies whilst seeking to address
the ever changing requirements throughout the project lifecycle often present
problems where certain functionality is omitted from a deliverable due to time
and cost limits. Lithe IT’s approach recognises that requirements change, and
that the best way to support change is through collaborative, iterative and rapid
deployments.

Glasgow
The Reel House
7 West Regent Street
Glasgow
G2 1RW
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Derry
10 Shipquay Street
Derry
BT48 6DN

London
New London House
6 London Street,
London
EC3R 7LP

Defined and repeatable delivery model
with clear structures and roles.

As a Kofax Platinum Partner we bring
to bear a wealth of experience across
the range of Kofax products.
As well as our unrivalled expertise
in TotalAgility services and solutions
we have had the pleasure in skilling
up our team in the excellent set
of complementary technologies
including Multichannel Capture,
Mobile, Kapow, Insight and others.

New York
99 Hudson Street
5th Floor, New York
NY
10013
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